■ INTRODUCTION
An interesting way of bond activation by metal−ligand cooperation involves aromatization/dearomatization of the ligand in pincer-type complexes. 1, 2 In particular, pincer ligands in which a central pyridine-based backbone is connected with −CH 2 PR 2 and/or CH 2 NR 2 substituents were shown to exhibit this behavior. 3 This has resulted in the development of novel and unprecedented transition-metal chemistry under both stoichiometric 4 and catalytic 5 conditions involving, for instance, H−H, O−H, N−H, and C−H bond activation. Very recently, Milstein and co-workers also discovered highly efficient pyridine-based PNP pincer iron complexes that catalyze hydrogenation of ketones to alcohols and hydrogenation of CO 2 to formate salts, 6 where this type of cooperation plays a key role in the heterolytic cleavage of H 2 . In general, splitting of a highly acidic coordinated H 2 ligand in a fashion that a proton is accepted by an external or, more efficiently, by an internal Lewis base X (where X can be N, O, S, C, etc. donors) to leave a hydride ligand on the metal center has been extensively studied in recent years (Scheme 1). 7 We have recently begun to investigate the transition-metal chemistry of PNP ligands based on 2,6-diaminopyridine where, in contrast to the above PNP pincer ligands, the central pyridine ring contains −NHPR 2 substituents in the two ortho positions. The more acidic NH spacer may favor the dearomatization step and thus offer unusual and interesting reactivities. Thus far, we reported on the synthesis and reactivity of several Ni(II), Pd(II), Pt(II), Mo(0), Mo(II), Ru(II), and Fe(II) PNP complexes. 8−11 Most recently, Huang and co-workers described the use of Ru(II) complexes with these types of PNP ligands as efficient base-free catalysts for the transfer hydrogenation of ketones. 12 In the course of our investigations we observed that a reversible aromatization/ dearomatization reaction, a prerequisite for heterolytic H−H activation, could be achieved in dicationic Fe(II) PNP complexes. In fact, treatment of [Fe(PNP-BIPOL)-(CH 3 CN) 3 ] 2+ with an excess of NaHg (3%) as reducing agent resulted in an immediate evolution of H 2 gas, affording the deprotonated dearomatized monocationic complex [Fe-(PNP-BIPOL)(CH 3 CN) 3 ] + as shown in Scheme 2. This complex was even characterized by X-ray crystallography. The deprotonation was reversible, and addition of HBF 4 to a solution of [Fe(PNP-BIPOL)(CH 3 CN) 3 ] + cleanly afforded the dicationic complex where the pyridine ring regained full aromaticity.
In an effort to broaden the scope of this concept for the preparation of novel cooperative iron-based PNP catalysts, we report herein the synthesis of the new Fe(II) hydride PNP pincer complex cis-[Fe(PNP-iPr)(CO) 2 + (4), as shown in Scheme 3. It has to be noted that the isomerization of 1 to 4 takes place only to some extent and these species are apparently in equilibrium with one another. Accordingly, under these conditions isolation of pure 4 was not possible. 13 While 1 exhibits a single ν CO band at 2013 cm Complex 5 is a thermally robust pale yellow solid that is air stable in the solid state but slowly decomposes in solution. 1 H} NMR spectrum of complex 5 gives rise to a singlet at 162.8 ppm. In the IR spectrum the two bands for the symmetric and asymmetric CO stretching frequencies are found at 2027 and 1969 cm −1 . In addition to the spectroscopic characterization, the solidstate structure of 5 was determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. A structural view is depicted in Figure 1 with selected bond distances given in the caption. Complex 5 adopts a distorted-octahedral geometry around the metal center with the hydride ligand being in a position trans to a CO ligand. The PNP ligand is coordinated to the iron center in a typical tridentate meridional mode, with a P1−Fe1−P2 angle of 159.76(4)°. The Fe−C bond of the CO ligand trans to the pyridine nitrogen of the PNP ligand is slightly shorter than that cis to the PNP moiety, due to the stronger trans influence of the hydride in comparison to that of the pyridine ligand, being 1.752(4) and 1.811(3) Å. The hydride and the N−H atoms could be unambiguously located in the difference Fourier maps. The Fe−H distance was restrained to 1.46(2) Å.
A reasonable mechanism which accounts for the formation of cis-[Fe(PNP-iPr)(CO) 2 In order to obtain further evidence for the proposed mechanism, several experiments, including deuterium-labeling studies, were performed under the same reaction conditions. Broad deuteride and N−D signals were observed in the 2 H NMR spectrum when D 2 was used in place of H 2 due to the formation of the corresponding isotopologue of 5, giving rise to deuterium resonances at 6.0 (N−D) and −7.5 ppm (Fe−D). The yield was lower, being about 75% apparently due to a kinetic isotope effect (KIE), indicating that a H−H cleavage process is involved in the rate-determining step (vide infra). Increasing the reaction time from 2 to 4 h afforded 5 in 95% yield. Moreover, the isotopologue 1-d 2 ). In the corresponding transition state, TS AB , coordination of the dihydrogen molecule is only incipient with rather long Fe−H distances (2.83 and 3.18 Å) and an H−H bond length (0.74 Å) equal to that existing in free H 2 . In the final step of the mechanism, from B to 5, splitting of the H−H bond occurs with formation of the Fe−H hydride and protonation of the neighboring imine N atom. In the transition state TS B4 the cleavage of the H−H bond is well advanced, as shown by a distance of 0.92 Å, and there is a considerable distortion in the geometry of the PNP ligand in order for the imine N atom to approach the incoming proton. Thus, in TS B4 , the pyridine ring is rotated with respect to the plane of the PNP ligand by an angle of 21°, 16 bringing the incoming proton and the N atom to a distance of only 1.55 Å. The last step is the rate-limiting step of the path, with a calculated barrier of 22.8 kcal mol −1 , denoting a viable reaction.
Finally, the synthesis of the Fe(0) complex [Fe(PNPiPr)(CO) 2 ] (7) was achieved by stirring either trans-[Fe(PNP- . The shift of the CO bands to somewhat higher frequencies is consistent with a less reducing Fe(0) center in 7 in comparison to [Fe(PNP CH2 -iPr)(CO) 2 ], which is apparently the stronger π base to the coordinated CO. In the 13 C{ 1 H} NMR spectrum at −80°C the CO ligand gives rise to a low-field resonance triplet centered at 219.5 ppm with a coupling constant J CP of 27.8 Hz. It has to be noted that, at room temperature, the CO signal was broad. In the 31 P{ 1 H} NMR spectrum a singlet at 173.8 ppm is observed.
The molecular structure of 7 was determined by X-ray crystallography. A structural view is depicted in Figure 3 , with selected bond distances and angles reported in 19 has an unusual squarepyramidal structure. In complex 7, the two carbonyl ligands and the pyridine nitrogen define the equatorial plane with bond angles of 113.88(9), 127.45(7), and 118.67 The calculated structure of 7 is in excellent agreement with the crystallographically determined structure, and selected bond distances and angles are provided in Table 1 . These gas-phase DFT calculations also reproduce very well the Fe−C−O angles, and thus the bending seems to be not the result of crystalpacking effects. 17 The frontier orbitals of 7 are the expected ones for a trigonal-bipyramidal d 8 complex (TB), 20 with the five metal d orbitals split into the 2 + 2 + 1 set that would correspond to orbitals e″, e′, and a 1 ′ in a symmetrical complex (Figure 4) . Thus, the first two orbitals (HOMO-4 and HOMO-2) are perpendicular to the equatorial plane (the N py −C CO − C CO plane) and correspond to the e″ set of a perfect TB complex; the following pair (HOMO and HOMO-1) is located on the equatorial plane and corresponds to e′ in a perfect TB geometry; finally, the least stable orbital (LUMO+3) corresponds to the z 2 orbital aligned with the axial ligands, the two P atoms, and it is the equivalent to a 1 ′ in a totally symmetric TB molecule.
Since Fe(0) complexes are known to undergo facile protonation at the metal center to afford Fe(II) hydride complexes, 21 protonation of 7 should constitute an alternative synthetic route to obtain complex 5. As already expected from the shape and energy of the metal-centered HOMO (Figure 4) + , bearing a dearomatized pyridine moiety. This species is able to bind and heterolytically cleave H 2 to give 5, where full aromatization of the pyridine moiety is re-established. This process is the ratedetermining step. The mechanism of this reaction has been studied by DFT calculations, revealing that this activation process is facile with an overall barrier of 22.8 kcal/mol. The proposed mechanism was supported by deuterium-labeling experiments using D 2 , where deuteride and N−D signals were observed in the 2 H NMR spectrum due to formation of the corresponding isotopologue of 5. Moreover, the N-deuterated isotopologue trans-[Fe(PNP-iPr)(CO) 2 Cl] + , featuring N−D 
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
General Considerations. All manipulations were performed under an inert atmosphere of argon by using Schlenk techniques or in a MBraun inert-gas glovebox. The solvents were purified according to standard procedures. 22 The deuterated solvents were purchased from Aldrich and dried over 4 Å molecular sieves. [Fe(PNP-iPr) 2 (CO) 2 ] (7). Complex 2 (200 mg, 0.439 mmol) was added to a suspension of freshly prepared 5% Na/Hg (1.0 g, 2.174 mmol) in THF (10 mL), and CO was bubbled through the reaction mixture for 30 min, whereupon the solution changed from yellow to orange-red. The solution was decanted away from the amalgam and filtered through basic alumina. The filtrate was collected, and the solvent was removed under vacuum. Complex 7 was isolated as an orange solid. Yield: 88 mg (95%). Alternatively, complex 7 was also obtained in a similar yield by using 2.5 equiv of KC 8 (7) with HBF 4 . To a solution of 7 (80 mg, 0.181 mmol) in THF (10 mL) was added HBF 4 (24.3 μL, 0.181 mmol, 54% in Et 2 O) at room temperature. After the solution was stirred for 1 h, solid materials were removed by filtration, and the solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure. The pale yellow solid (5) was collected on a glass frit, washed with n-pentane, and dried under vacuum. Yield: 88 mg (90%).
X-ray Structure Determination. X-ray diffraction data for 5 and 7·CH 2 Cl 2 were collected at T = 100 K on a Bruker Kappa APEX-2 CCD diffractometer with an Oxford Cryosystems cooler using graphite-monochromated Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å). A redundant data set was collected in φ-and ω-scan modes covering the whole reciprocal sphere. Data were reduced to intensity values with SAINT, and an absorption correction was applied with the multiscan approach implemented in SADABS. 24 The structures were solved by charge flipping using SUPERFLIP 25 and refined against F with JANA2006. 26 Non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. The hydride and the N−H atoms could be unambiguously located in the difference Fourier maps. Details for 5: the Fe−H distance was restrained to 1.46(2) Å. The H atoms of the ligands were placed at calculated positions and refined as riding on the parent atoms. The Sb atom of the SbF 6 − anion was refined as disordered around two positions with the occupation ratio 92.6:7.4(4). The highest peaks in the difference Fourier map of the final refinement cycles can be attributed to further unresolved disorder of the SbF 6 − anion. An attempt to model the disorder of the F atoms slightly improved reliability factors (R obs = 0.047 vs 0.050) but resulted in an unreasonable geometry of the SbF 6 − anions and was therefore omitted from the final model. Details for 7·CH 2 Cl 2 : one isopropyl group was modeled as disordered around two positions with an occupation ratio of 0.574:0.426(6). For one C atom the disorder could not be adequately resolved. It was therefore refined as a single position with enlarged ADPs. Molecular graphics were generated with the program MERCURY. 27 Crystal data and experimental details for 5 and 7·CH 2 Cl 2 are given in Table S1 (Supporting Information).
Computational Details. All calculations were performed using the GAUSSIAN 09 software package 28 potential energy surface. Frequency calculations were performed to confirm the nature of the stationary points, yielding one imaginary frequency for the transition states and none for the minima. Each transition state was further confirmed by following its vibrational mode downhill on both sides and obtaining the minima presented on the energy profiles. The electronic energies (E b1 ) obtained at the B3LYP/ b1 level of theory were converted to free energy at 298.15 K and 1 atm (G b1 ) by using zero-point energy and thermal energy corrections based on structural and vibration frequency data calculated at the same level. Single-point energy calculations were performed using the M06 functional and a standard 6-311++G(d,p) basis set, 34 on the geometries optimized at the B3LYP/b1 level. The M06 functional is a hybrid meta-GGA functional developed by Truhlar and Zhao, 35 and it was shown to perform very well for the kinetics of transition-metal molecules, providing a good description of weak and long-range interactions.
36 Solvent effects (THF) were considered in the M06/6-311G(d,p)//B3LYP/b1 energy calculations using the polarizable continuum model (PCM) initially devised by Tomasi and coworkers 37 with radii and nonelectrostatic terms of the SMD solvation model, developed by Truhler et al. 
